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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Problem
City of Vancouver FMS stores - Landfill experiences inaccurate inventory levels from a manual
self-serve process that leads to the following:

● Job delays
● Higher variable costs
● Non-value-adding activities

The current process has tasks that should be eliminated to shorten the process. City of Vancouver’s
manual self-serve process has supplied Landfill with inventory variances of almost 40%. There is
no secondary verification process to confirm the correct part has been checked-in or checked-out.
Incorrect inventory leads to higher failure costs that can be prevented or reduced.

The Solution
It is recommended to implement the following to eliminate inventory variances and track transactions
more accurately:

● Zebra RFiD tags and equipment
● WiseTrack software
● Kanban system for inventory that will not receive an RFiD tag
● Shorter process for inventory tracking

Passive RFiD tags are recommended to be applied on all inventory receiving a tag. Passive tags will
provide accurate information regarding checking parts in and out. Specified items will receive an
active RFiD tag to provide real-time tracking. Inventories that will not receive an RFiD tag will use a
low-cost Kanban System.

Implementation
Implementation of RFiD tags and a new process will be broken into two phases:

1. Pilot Implementation - One stockroom
2. Full Implementation - Entire location

The pilot implementation includes a four-week monitoring period to review variances and efficiency
of the new process. The new transaction process is automated and eliminates human error from
manual transactions. The pilot implementation requires at least one employee responsible for
monitoring success. Successful completion of the pilot will lead to a full implementation across
Landfill.

Benefits

Pilot Implementation Cost $26,325.60

Full Implementation Cost $44,724.96

Projected Return on Investment 2 years

Automated process reduces costs and improves transaction efficiency

Elimination of human error decreases variances and job delays
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INTRODUCTION
City of Vancouver is committed to providing high-quality municipal programs and services at the best
possible value for City’s taxpayers and ratepayers. City of Vancouver wants help to improve customer
service and accuracy with assessed technological solutions at FMS Stores - Landfill. Challenges have
risen surrounding the manual process which leads to human error and creates job delays.

Our team is a group of BCIT students in our second year of the Business Operations Management
program. Our group consists of Shaun Afsharkia and Jason Do. Our team has been tasked with
developing a business system to improve warehousing and storage use processes.

Our tasks in this project are to complete the following objectives:
● Need Assessment
● Business Case
● Prototype/Pilot Implementation

The scope of this project includes transaction recording procedures at City of Vancouver FMS Stores -
Landfill. Due to constraints related to the COVID-19 Pandemic, our team has been tasked with
developing and delivering this project virtually.

This report presents the method used to design the solution. Included is a Needs Assessment, a
Business Case, a Recommendation, and an Implementation plan. Our team has been in contact with
City of Vancouver for the past 10 weeks through emails and virtual meetings to analyze the current
process and solve the problem.
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METHODOLOGY
This section explains the methodology used in this project. This includes factors from the CDCI
approach: Concept, Design, Construct, and Implement. For the purposes of this project, implementing
the solution was out of scope. The methodology was broken down to three stages:

Stage #1: Analyze the current process and obtain customer requirements

● Approach: The investigation began with receiving a project information sheet outlining the
current problems faced by City of Vancouver. This document is also an overview of the
project and the scope.

● Interviews: Once the project description was understood, interviews with all stakeholders
from City of Vancouver were conducted to identify the specifics to the current problem and
customer requirements for the new process and solution.

● Terms of Reference (TOR): After interviews with stakeholders, the Terms of Reference was
created as an agreement between the project team and client. Included in the TOR are project
deliverables, its purpose, and constraints. The scope, which are the boundaries of the project,
and assumptions, which are factors considered to be true, were also determined. The final
piece of the Terms of Reference was to determine project risks. The Terms of Reference
documents what will be delivered, and limits potential changes to the project throughout its
development. Once the Terms of Reference was completed, affirmations were made by our
team and BCIT Faculty advisors and Meira Consulting.

Stage #2: Translate customer requirements into a proposed design

● Determine Customer Requirements: Customer requirements are inputs required by City of
Vancouver that will determine what our solution needs to include. All requirements must be
met to develop an acceptable solution.

Stage #3: Verify the design input

● Risk assessment: This is a table that ensures the design does not fail. The purpose of this is to
identify how it could fail and plans to reduce opportunities for failure. These actions are
pulled from the FMEA and considered new measurable inputs for the design.

● Future state process flowchart: The future state process flowchart represents the new
recommended steps for City of Vancouver’s transaction processes. This flowchart was
developed to demonstrate how the new process will work.
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Investigation of the Current Problem

Current Process Analysis
The issues faced by City of Vancouver were determined through a series of interviews and an analysis
of the current self-serve transaction process using Standard Operating Procedures.

The team created the current transaction process flowchart to identify areas critical for improvement
as displayed in Image 1:

Image 1: Current Process Flowchart

The self-serve transaction process is used with the M5 Fleet Management System. A Part Request
Form is filled out for the item to be picked. Once completed, the form is submitted.
Using the Bin Location tab, the desired item can be located within the store. It can then be
determined if the item is in the location given by the M5 System. If the item is in the correct location,
it can be picked and is ready for use. If the item is not in the location given by the M5 system, it must
be decided on the spot whether the item should be purchased.

Deciding to not purchase the needed part could result in larger and more expensive assets
malfunctioning or breaking down.
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Problem Description
● Self-serve transactions cause:

○ Missing items
○ Variances between inventory in the system and on-hand
○ Job delays
○ Incorrect data inputted into the system

The current process flowchart showed gaps displayed in the table below:

Table 1: Flaws in The Current Process

Current action Flaws

Fill out Part Request Form ● Incorrect information can be inputted
● Information for another item can be

inputted
● No way to verify if Part Request Form

is filled in correctly

Locate item ● Time spent verifying if the correct item
is picked

● No way to confirm the correct item has
been picked quickly

Determining if item is on-hand ● This step should be eliminated as it is
non-value-adding

Pick up items from Part Request Form ● No secondary verification process once
worker takes the item

● Wrong item can be picked

Decide to order item ● Purchases made in the moment are more
costly

● Part purchases should be made before
the part is immediately needed
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Inventory list
Listed below are 38 classifications of inventory held at City of Vancouver’s BOG stores. The team
counted 75 types of parts and items currently held at the location as of May, 2021.

1. Filters
2. Radiators
3. Alternators
4. Fans
5. Mirrors
6. Lamps
7. Cables, Connectors
8. Air horns
9. Tanks of gasses
10. Switches
11. Brackets
12. Cleaners
13. Pads
14. Jacks
15. Bolts
16. Bushings
17. Drill Bits
18. Tapes
19. Discs

20. Clamps
21. Couplers
22. Flap wheels
23. Hinges
24. Hooks
25. Kits
26. Lenses
27. Lights
28. Gaskets
29. Bottles of fluids
30. Cylinders
31. Alarms
32. Bulbs
33. Soaps
34. Sockets
35. Grease
36. Looms
37. Bags
38. Waxes

(See full Inventory list at Appendix D)
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Cycle Counting and Variances
Cycle counting with the current process results in high variances. The book quantity of parts should
match the count quantity on the M5 system and display an absolute variance of 0. The team calculated
cycle counting accuracy using the formula ( 1 - ( ABSOLUTE VARIANCE / VALUE OF TOTAL
INVENTORY ) ) * 100, and identified where the most variances occurred in 2020 and 2021 so far.

Cycle Count Variances in 2020
The average inventory accuracy 2020 was 59.85% as shown in Image 2:

Image 2

(See full table in excel spreadsheet Cycle Count Variances 2020 & 2021)

The net variances in 2020 was -$2,336.72 as shown in Image 3:

Image 3

(See full table in excel spreadsheet Cycle Count Variances 2020 & 2021)
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Items with the highest variances to date are displayed in Image 4. AA Alkaline batteries were
recorded to have the most variances with a frequency of 6.

Image 4

(See full table in excel spreadsheet Cycle Count Variances 2020 & 2021)

Cycle Count Variances in 2021

The average inventory accuracy in 2021 so far is 52.10% as shown in Image 5:

Image 5

(See full table in excel spreadsheet Cycle Count Variances 2020 & 2021)
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The net variances in 2021so far is +$933.76 as shown in Image 6:

Image 6

(See full table in excel spreadsheet Cycle Count Variances 2020 & 2021)

Items with the highest variances to date are displayed in Image 7. 30/30SB Short Brake Chambers
were recorded to have the most variances with a frequency of 2.

Image 7

(See full table in excel spreadsheet Cycle Count Variances 2020 & 2021)
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Requirements
For the solution to meet City of Vancouver’s customer needs, five requirements were present.
Requirements were gathered through interviews with stakeholders.

Table 2: Requirements

Requirements How RFiD meets requirements

● Improve efficiency and speed
of processes

● Processes are quicker by being automated
● Less steps needed for same results
● Time spent looking for items is eliminated

● Reduce costs by automating
transaction processes

● Automated transactions reduce inventory
variances which results in less lost parts

● Automated transactions reduce time spent
looking for parts which reduces job delays

● Automate data collection and
reduce human effort and error

● Door portals automatically check-in and
check-out parts

● Time and effort needed to enter data is eliminated
● Information entered is always correct upon

check-in and check-out

● Improve information accuracy
and decrease inventory losses
and variances

● Tags are programmed for specific items and are
automatically checked-in and checked-out during
transactions

● Human error is eliminated as information is
entered through RFiD and software

● The budget of the project is
$30,000. The budget can be
expanded within reason if
benefits outweigh costs

● Total cost of Pilot Implementation is $26,325.60
after taxes

● Cost of full implementation is projected to be
$44,724.96 after taxes

○ Additional funding will be secured as
full implementation leads to a projected
Return on Investment of 2 years
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Available technological options
The team assessed three different options to determine the solution that would meet all requirements.
The description, advantages, and disadvantages between the three solutions are outlined in the table
below:

Table 3: Alternatives

RFiD Barcode Kanban

Description RFiD technology involves a tag
affixed to a product which identifies
and tracks the product via radio
waves. RFiD uses radio waves to
transmit information from RFID
tags to an RFID reader

A barcode is a visual
representation of data that is
scanned and interpreted for
information. Each barcode
contains a certain code which
works as a tracking
technology for products; and
is represented in a sequence
of lines or other shapes

The Kanban inventory
system uses cards of different
colours to distinguish the
various materials of stock and
promote the placing of new
orders as they decrease in
number. It delivers what the
process needs exactly when it
needs it

Advantages ● Efficiency: Can scan
multiple items at once

● Durability: Can handle
exposure to sun & rain

● Can be read at a faster rate
than barcodes

● RFiD allows for greater
security than barcodes

● Carry large data capabilities
● Can be run with minimal

human participation

● Small and Light -
easy to use

● Cheap
● Have a highest

accuracy rate

● Reduce costs and
wastage

● Improve the flow and
management
inventory

● A very responsive
system and does not
promote any lags or
delays

Disadvantages ● Materials like metal &
liquid can impact signal

● Cost – RFID readers can be
10x more expensive than
barcode readers

● Implementation can be
difficult & time consuming

● Barcode scanners
require a line of sight
to scan each code
individually

● Need to close to item
to scan

● Lower security than
RFiD

● Easily damaged

● Can not be used as an
independent tool.
Must be merged with
other processes and
systems like JIT,
make to order, etc.

Based on the client’s needs, it was determined to integrate RFiD technology with a combination of the
Kanban system. As defined in Table 2: Requirements, the client needs to reduce costs by automating
the process and improve efficiency. For this reason, RFiD tags are needed. For items that cannot use a
tag (Refer to Table 11: RFiD Tags for Inventory) it was determined to use the Kanban system to
continue to keep track of inventory. Using RFiD tags with the Kanban system ensures all inventory in
the BOG store is accounted for.
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Problem Costs
City of Vancouver incurs various extra costs as a result inventory variances linking to larger problems
related to down vehicles. Many of these costs should be prevented as they do not add additional value
to City’s work.

All calculations made within the report are based on the assumption that City of Vancouver loses an
average of $35,000.00 per year to the costs listed below.

Total costs for City of Vancouver varies depending on the following factors:
● Type of downed vehicle
● Type of part needed
● Type of work the vehicle was needed for
● Amount of work the vehicle was needed for
● How long the job is delayed for

Variable costs that can be reduced include:
● Incomplete taxpayer service
● Downed vehicles in bay
● Hired personnel (External)
● Rented or leased equipment
● Hourly rate of workers (overtime)

○ Reworking parts
○ Cycle counting lost parts

● Vehicle towing
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Client Engagement
Over the course of the project, the team contacted a range of individuals to assist in different aspects
of the project, or to simply stay updated as the project progressed. Listed below are all individuals the
team contacted:

Clients
Scott Russell - Warehouse & Inventory Ops, Supply Chain Management

● Primary point of contact

Amritpal Kaila - Inventory Planner Buyer II
● Primary point of contact

Barbara Campbell - Storekeeper II
● Primary point of contact

Kelly Gardner - Project Coordinator, CityStudio Vancouver
● Primary point of contact

Matthew Jarvie – Storekeeper I
● Assisted with all questions regarding inventory and storage

Dan Porcina - Superintendent I

Sergio Bevilacqua - Superintendent 1, Fleet & Manufacturing Services

Jimmy Gill - WFT, Heavy Duty & Tire Shop

Vito Spinelli - WFT, Mechanic

Evan Dacey - Acting Branch Manager, Fleet Strategy and Asset Management
● Assisted with questions related to store performance and downtime costs

Vendors
Sam Stephens - Senior Manager, Security Operations

● Provided contacts for RFiD suppliers

Blair Shellenberg - MDT Technical Services Inc.
● Connected the team with Sandy Turn
● Participating in pilot and full implementation

Sandy Turner - WiseTrack Asset Tracking
● Wisetrack software and Zebra RFiD equipment supplier
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Analysis Of Risks And Opportunities
The team evaluated the proposed process to identify where and how it might fail and to assess the
relative impact of different failures, in order to identify the parts of the process that are most in need
of change.

The table below documents current knowledge and actions about the risks of failures for use in
continuous improvement:

Table 4: Risk assessment

Risk Number Description of risk Possible Consequences
Possibility

of Risk
(H/M/L)

Severity
of Risk

(H/M/L)
Contingency Plan

1 RFID tags do not fit
every SKU

Use a different sized RFID
tag. If the tag still does not
fit, the item does not get a

tag.

M H

Create labels that adhere to the
varied size of SKUs that will

not fit the RFID tag.
Use the Kanban System

2 Using cell phones as
RFID scanners

Phones cannot be used as
a backup if the provided

readers fail
H H

Staff must carry specific RFID
readers

3 Short battery life
(active tags)

The batteries need to be
replaced frequently, more

work for employees
M M

Performance test on batteries to
make sure their life will be
sufficient for this device,

before the final decision is
made on which battery to use

4
Underestimating the

implementation
time

The project will be
delayed and not be fully

functional
L M

Plan for extra time at the end of
project incase developing the

software does indeed take
longer than planned
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5
Security schemes

does not work
properly

Data will be vulnerable to
hacking by remote

devices, including cell
phones, can sometimes be
used to scan tags at close
range and copy tag data

L H
Create extensive tests that will

assure the device protects
private data

6
RFID tags do not

stay installed
permanently

The RFiD tags need to be
changed, more work for

technicians
L H

Use passive RFID tags that are
designed to last virtually

forever

7 RFiD equipment is
too expensive

The project exceeds the
budget limit and adds
significant costs when
expanding this solution

with additional specialized
scanners and RFID tags

L M

Research suppliers who offer
cheaper solution, communicate

budget excess to client and
whether it would be beneficial

or not

8

Integration failure
of the readers, tags,

inventory
management

system, network,
and building wiring

Can take a significant
amount of time and
resources to set up

H H
Update inventory management

system for successful
integration
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BUSINESS CASE

Recommendation
It is recommended that City of Vancouver implements the following:

● Zebra RFiD tags and equipment
● WiseTrack software
● Kanban system for inventory that will not receive an RFiD tag
● New process for inventory tracking using RFiD

The team recommends using passive RFiD tags for all inventory unless otherwise specified. It is
recommended to use a Kanban system for all parts and inventory that will not receive an RFiD tags.

The team recommends that City of Vancouver adds the following:
● Lead times for all inventory

○ Implement a system within the WiseTrack software to automatically send reorder
notifications

● An additional Seacan to store floating stock and overstock
● Add passive RFiD tags to tool cribs in the Small Equipment area

○ Add a notification within the WiseTrack system to send an urgent notification if a tool
crib has not been properly checked out

WiseTrack
WiseTrack was selected as the vendor for City of Vancouver’s Pilot Implementation and Full
Implementation. Benefits of Wisetrack include:

● Easy to use and customizable software
● Variety of Zebra RFiD tags and equipment available
● Uses a central SQL database
● Reliable expert service

○ Full assistance is provided throughout implementation

Kanban System
For parts and inventory that will not receive an RFiD tag, a Kanban pull system will be used. The
Kanban system is a low-cost alternative to barcoding items that will not receive a tag. It is
recommended to use the Kanban System as follows:

Setup
1. Place three bins or boxes in a desired area
2. Label the first box Checked-out
3. Label the second box Checked-in
4. Label the third box Single-use
5. Select the inventory items that will be in the Kanban System
6. Apply removable labels on items with the part number written or printed on the label
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Use
1. Select the item in the Kanban system that will be checked out
2. Remove the label containing the inventory item’s part number
3. Drop the item’s label in the bin labeled Checked-out
4. When returning the inventory item, take the label from the first box and place it in the

Checked-in box

*Note: If a single-use item is checked out and will not be returned, place the inventory item’s label in
the Single-use box.

End of day Duties
1. One to two employees will be responsible for updating inventory levels through the Kanban

system at the end of each day
2. Update inventory levels for items in the Checked-in
3. Update inventory levels for items in the Single-use box
4. If there are labels in the Checked-out box at the end of the day, the employees responsible for

the Kanban System items must provide updates and corrections for items that have not been
recorded as checked-in

Integration
WiseTrack’s SQL core software will undergo a back-end integration with City of Vancouver’s
Assetworks Fleetfocus M5 system. The software is scalable and can be customized based on the
customer’s current and future needs.

City of Vancouver’s current M5 system will continue to be used as is. The process for entering new
parts in the M5 system will stay the same. All of the information that has been entered in the M5
system to date will be imported to Wisetrack’s system for part and inventory tracking.

Cost Benefits
The implementation of RFiD tags, software, and equipment will save City of Vancouver at least an
estimated $35,000 per year. CoV will break-even within two years of full implementation. The total
cost of implementation has been estimated and may be quoted lower than the estimation in the table
below. The total cost of the full implementation also includes the costs for the pilot implementation.

Cost savings will be apparent with RFiD implementation in the areas listed in the Cost Analysis
section of the Needs Assessment.

Table 5: Cost Benefits

Estimated cost savings per year $35,000.00

Pilot implementation cost $26,325.60

Full implementation cost (Estimated) $44,724.96

Return on investment 2 years
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Transaction Benefits
The new process using RFiD tags to track inventory reduces effort needed and the possibility of error
while checking parts in and out. Workers need to simply locate the part(s) needed, grab the part(s),
and exit the room. The portal antennas on each door of the facility will automatically check the part(s)
out as the worker exits the room and will display when the part was checked out.

To check a part back into storage, the worker just needs to return to the room with the part and store it
back in the correct spot. The portal antennas will read the part coming in and check the part back into
the system and will display when the part was checked in. The flowchart below displays the new
process:

Image 8: New Process Flow Chart
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Accuracy and Cycle Counting Benefits
Inventory Variance Reduction
Average inventory accuracy for 2020 was measured at 60%, and over $2,300 in inventory was lost
due to variances. Using RFiD tags with an automated process will reduce the variance of all inventory
to 0, assuming the following:

● Initial setup of tags and inventory was done correctly
● Information in the system is up to date and was integrated properly
● Workers who check parts in and out understand the new process

Parts with RFiD tags will always be checked-in and checked out automatically. The new process
eliminates the opportunity for human error by removing the need for employees to check parts in and
out manually. The variation benefits for parts with RFiD will be apparent during cycle counting.

Time Savings Benefits
Time Spent Locating Parts
Time spent locating parts and items is a non-value-added activity and should not be part of the
process. With RFiD tags to keep track of inventory and provide accountability, there will be no need
to spend time locating a part or item.

Passive RFiD tags will be placed on most of City of Vancouver’s inventory as they are low in cost.
Passive tags alongside portal antennas at each point of entry and exit allows workers to automatically
check items in and out during use. This will result in knowing if the part needed is in stock and
eliminates the need for workers to look for parts that may not even be in stock. A low number of
specific items will receive active RFiD tags to be tracked in real-time and eliminate time spent
looking for the item to 0.

The benefits above result in the prevention of larger and more costly issues, or can reduce the overall
time of job delays and downed vehicles.
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Utilization of RFiD technology
Differences between Passive and Active RFiD tags have been compared and outlined in the table
below:

Table 6: RFiD tags

Category Passive RFiD tag Active RFiD tag

Frequency 860 - 960 MHz 433 MHz and 2.45 GHz

Read range 15 meters 150 meters

Cost Less than $1/tag $20 - $50

Tag size Smaller than a business card Smaller than a smartphone

Asset size Very small to very large Medium to very large

Industry Healthcare, Manufacturing, Retail Oil, Gas, Construction, Mining

Location Indoor/Outdoor applications Outdoor applications

Attachment method Adhesive, Epoxy, Zip Tie, Welding,
Hanging

Screws, Rivets, Zip Ties, Welding

Power Powered by RF Waves Internal Battery

Pain point Less effective around water and metal Batteries last 3-5 years and typically
can’t be changed

Pros ● Smaller tags
● Much cheaper tags
● Thinner/more flexible tags
● Higher range of tag options
● Tags can last a lifetime

without a battery (depending
on the wear and tear)

● Extremely Long Read Range
● Increased tag abilities with

partnered technologies
(GPS, sensors, etc.)

● Extremely Rugged tag
options

For all inventory except for a specific list (Refer to Table 11: RFiD Tags for Inventory), passive
RFiD tags were determined to be the most effective solution. Passive RFiD tags last the longest and
are the cheapest of all tags, which could cover all inventory in the store individually. Items that
receive passive RFiD tags were chosen for the following reasons:

● Do not need to be tracked in real-time
● Display check-in and check-out times
● High number of the same or similar items
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Active RFiD tags are more powerful and significantly more expensive than RFiD tags. For this
reason, active tags will not be used unless passive RFid tags will not meet customer requirements.
Items that receive active RFiD tags were specifically chosen for the following reasons:

● High cost per unit
● Must be tracked in real time

○ Display where the item is within the location
○ Display the item’s travel history

● Lack of item could result in danger
● Low number of items

The team provided the list of items are needed for the project to be successful:

Table 7: Equipment needed

Item Job

RFID Port Readers Transmit and receive radio waves in order to communicate

with RFID tags

RFID Antennas Transmit power to the RFID tags by activating them

Receive data back from the activated tags

RFID Cables Used to send radio frequency signals

RFID Tags Transmit and receive information via an antenna.

Being labeled on items

RFID Active Tags Transmit and receive information via an antenna

Being mounted on items
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IMPLEMENTATION

Pilot Implementation Plan
A sample of the full implementation will be completed and tested before implementing RFiD tags on
all eligible inventory across the location. The pilot implementation will take place in the store’s main
stockroom. It is recommended to monitor the new process for four weeks and measure inventory
accuracy levels and efficiency of the new process. The team recommends one or more of the
following employees to monitor inventory during the pilot implementation:

● Inventory Planner/Buyer
● Storekeeper
● Supervisor

Pilot Implementation Layout
The main stockroom has two doors and one window. The antennas will be mounted outside of each
door and window (see the included pictures) to avoid unwanted reads when people walk through the
stockroom. The red lines covering the two doors and window in the image below represent the
location of the mounted antenna.

Image 9: Main Stock room
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Inventory classification
The table below displays the inventory the team picked for the pilot implementation. The inventory
selected was based on the criteria of value and location. The cost of losing the items in the table below
is high because they can lead to longer job delays and more costly replacements.

It was determined to keep the pilot implementation in one room. All inventory in the table below can
be found in the main stockroom. The total quantity for the items below may not be accurate and have
only been used to estimate the number of RFiD tags needed for the pilot implementation.

Table 8: Inventory Classification

Category Quantity

Filters 448

Fittings 698

Personal Protective Equipment
● Vests
● Glasses/Eyewear
● Gloves
● Wipes
● Gels
● Soaps
● Eyewash
● Hearing Protection
● Respirators
● Cartridges
● Face shields
● Masks

7
105
318
117
N/A
17
25
206
19
11
3
93

Actuators 3

Total 924
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Pilot Implementation Cost
The table below breaks down the total cost of the pilot implementation into six categories. The total
cost of the pilot implementation meets the required budget with a surplus of $3,674.40.

Table 9: Pilot implementation cost

Category Price

Software Products $5,580.00

RFID / Barcode Hardware Products $6,929.00

RFID Asset Tags $960.00

Software Support Services & Maintenance (Annual Subscription) $1,116.00

Hardware Services $780.00

Professional Services $8,140.00

Subtotal $23,505

GST $1,175.25

PST $1,645.35

Total $26,325.60

(See appendix K for details of Pilot Implementation cost)
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Timeframe for Pilot Implementation
The table below displays estimated lead times for all equipment and software needed for the pilot
implementation:

WiseTrack Software 4 - 8 weeks

RFiD tags 2 - 3 weeks

Zebra Hardware Up to 12 weeks

It is recommended to implement equipment and software as follows as displayed in the table below.
RFiD tags can be applied while waiting at least two additional weeks for the WiseTrack software to
arrive. There will be up to eight additional weeks to integrate the software before the Zebra hardware
arrives. The table below shows that there were no lead times, it would only take 12 days to
implement.

Equipment Time allotted Time needed

RFiD tags 2 weeks 5 days

WiseTrack Software Up to eight weeks 5 days

Zebra Hardware 2 days 2 days
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Full Implementation Plan
The full implementation plan follows the successful completion of the pilot implementation after a
four-week monitoring period. All eligible inventory across the entire location will receive passive
RFiD tags, with specific exceptions receiving active RFiD tags. It is recommended to review and
update the full implementation plan upon completion of the pilot and make adjustments as needed.

Inventory classification
Inventory by location
RFiD tag implementation will affect inventory in the following areas:

Table 10: Locations

Zone/Area ZoneArea descriptions Aisle Section Level/Shelf
A Main floor 01 A 01
B Mezzanine/ upstairs 02 B 02
C BIN (Sea can) 03 C 03
O OUTSIDE 15 O 15

Inventory by category
Most of the inventory at Landfill does not require to be tracked in real-time. City of Vancouver
requires most of the inventory to accurately display check-in and check-out. Passive RFiD tags meet
these requirements and cost less. A specific list of items is displayed in the table below, which will
receive active RFiD tags. Inventories selected to receive active tags were specifically requested by
City of Vancouver.

Table 11: RFiD Tags for Inventory

Receive Active Tag Receive Passive Tag

1. Extinguishers
2. Blade Buckets
3. Radiant

Heaters

1. Filters
2. Radiators
3. Alternators
4. Buckets/Boxes

containing other
SKUs (This one is
tricky)

5. Fans
6. Mirrors
7. Lamps
8. Cables, Connectors
9. Air horns Tanks of

gasses
10. Switches
11. Brackets

12. Cleaners
13. Pads
14. Jacks
15. Bolts
16. Bushings
17. Drill Bits
18. Tapes
19. Discs
20. Clamps
21. Couplers
22. Flap wheels
23. Hinges

24. Cylinders
25. Alarms
26. Bulbs
27. Soaps
28. Sockets
29. Grease
30. Looms
31. Bags
32. Waxes
33. Lubricants
34. Markers
35. Tips
36. Pipe Nipples

(See the Appendix L for full RFiD Tags for Inventory)
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Full Implementation Cost
It was assumed all four locations would implement 1 antenna for exit in each area, and that there are
three exits per location.. Table 12 breaks down the total projected cost for the full implementation.
The team calculated the total projected cost of full implementation in the table below without the cost
of the pilot implementation.

Full implementation at Landfill will pave the way for a wide scale implementation across all city
locations. Benefits from the pilot implementation are projected to be amplified for the full
implementation, which leads to  location-wide cost benefits. City of Vancouver must secure additional
funding to implement a location-wide implementation and capitalize on maximum variable cost
savings.

Table 12: Full implementation cost

Category Price

Software Products $8,955.00

RFID / Barcode Hardware Products $17,802.00

RFID Asset Tags $6,345.00

Software Support Services & Maintenance (Annual
Subscription)

$1,791.00

Hardware Services $2,340.00

Professional Services $2,700.00

Subtotal $39,933.00

GST $1,996.65

PST $2,795.31

Total $44,724.96

(See appendix L for details of Full implementation cost)
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CONCLUSION
Implementing RFiD tags and a simpler process will meet all of City of Vancouver’s business needs in
terms of inventory and asset management. All exits will have portal antennas to automatically read
items being checked in and checked out. Implementation will follow a two-phase process starting with
the pilot implementation, which will take place in one area. After a four-week monitoring period of
the pilot, full implementation will occur across the entire location.

Tracking inventory using RFiD tags eliminates the manual self-service process, which eliminates
human error. Automatically checking parts in and out of the location will result in less time being
spent during transactions as employees only need to enter and exit the area to check the part in and
out. Lower inventory variances results in less external failure costs when vehicles are down and/or
jobs get delayed. As variable costs decrease, overall internal failure costs will decrease as a result of
accurate inventory tracking.

Cost benefits for full implementation includes a projected Return on Investment of 2 years assuming
Landfill loses $35,000 per year. The implementation of the pilot is almost $4,000 under budget and
will provide City of Vancouver with an accurate business case to secure additional funding to support
a location-wide implementation. The biggest benefit that implementing RFiD tags will have is that the
solution will reduce the severity of expensive repairs and job delays that usually result from smaller
issues in a snow-ball effect.
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APPENDIX

Appendix A: Terms Of Reference

GENERAL PROJECT STATEMENT
City of Vancouver FMS Stores - Landfill

NAME & ADDRESS OF CLIENT ORGANIZATION

Contact Person
Name: Scott Russell
Title: Manager – Warehouse & Inventory Operations
Supply Chain Management, City of Vancouver
Tel No.: (604)-319-6651
Email: scott.russell@vancouver.ca

Name: Kelly Gardner
Title: Project Coordinator, CityStudio Vancouver
Email: kelly@citystudiovancouver.ca

NAME & ADDRESS OF COMPANY EXECUTIVE SPONSOR

Name: City of Vancouver & CityStudio Vancouver
Email: kelly@citystudiovancouver.ca

CONTACT NAMES PHONE NUMBERS E-MAIL ADDRESSES
Scott Russell (604)-319-6651 scott.russell@vancouver.ca
Amritpal Kaila (604)-326-4738        amritpal.kaila@vancouver.ca
Barbara Campbell (604)-326-4759  barbara.campbell@vancouver.ca
Kelly Gardner kelly@citystudiovancouver.ca

PROBLEM/OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT
FMS Stores - Landfill contains manual self-serve procedures that are susceptible to human error.
Storage areas at this location are experiencing job delays and inaccurate inventory records.

PROJECT GOAL STATEMENT
Improve customer service and accuracy with assessed technological solutions at FMS Stores -
Landfill. Develop a business system to improve warehousing and storage use processes and reduce
human error and reliance on manual records. To reduce job delays, human error must be decreased.
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PROJECT SCOPE

In Scope:
● City of Vancouver FMS Stores - Landfill
● M5 Inventory Management System
● All 1,089 SKUs at Landfill
● All transactions

o Issuing
o Returning
o Receiving

● Transaction recording procedures
o Manually recorded transactions through self-serve
o Transactions recorded by storekeeper

● Warehouse and Inventory Management procedures
● Operational Procurement procedures

o Purchase order contents
o Communicating needs to suppliers

● New technology integration
o Need Assessment
o Business Case
o Prototype/Pilot Implementation

Out of Scope:
● FMS Store processes
● Category Management procedures

o Planning
o Sourcing
o Contact Management
o Supplier Performance Management
o Strategic Initiatives

● Other departments
o Fire department

● Division A and C
● Warehouse redesign

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The following tasks will be completed for each project objective phase by the specified week:

Objectives Timeline

Need Assessment
● Measuring cycle count variances
● Assessing available technological options
● M5 inventory system integration feasibility
● Opportunity cost
● Solution cost
● Client engagement

End on April 19
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● Process analysis
● Analysis of risks and opportunities

Business Case
● Improve transaction efficiency
● Utilization of assessed technology
● Improve accuracy
● Time savings
● Integration
● Costs benefits

End on May 10

Prototype/Pilot Implementation
● Scope dependent
● Multiple storage areas
● Sign-off dependent

End on May 24

Project Deliverables
The following deliverables will be completed for this project:

● Confidentiality Agreement
● Terms of Reference
● A formal report provided by Wednesday, May 26th, to include:

o Analysis and documentation of the current process
o Verification and ranking of customer requirements
o User requirements diagram and Criteria of Evaluation
o Documentation of proposed Business Case
o Failure Modes and Effect Analysis
o Implementation Plan
o Cost/benefit Analysis

MILESTONE SCHEDULE/METHODOLOGY
The approach required for completion includes a four-phase process outlined below:

Phase 1: Planning and Data Collection
● Team Charter
● Confidentiality Agreement
● Project Gantt Chart
● Terms of Reference
● Client meetings
● Data collection of internal methodologies

Phase 2: Analysis of Problem and Development of Solution
● Identify Current Process

o Process Flowchart
● Extract requirements from current process
● Gather requirements for new process
● Rank customer requirements
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● Develop requirements matrix
● Design new technology business case using gathered data
● Verify new technology business case using Failure Modes and Effect Analysis

Phase 3: Evaluation of Alternatives and Recommendation
● Recommend solution using customer requirements
● Evaluation of the best alternatives using the Criteria of Evaluation (if needed)

Phase 4: Implementation Plan
● Submission of a formal report

o Includes a detailed implementation plan
● Oral presentation to the client and advisors
● Pilot implementation with prototype

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
Listed below are the resources required to complete the project. This estimate is based on the
knowledge of the project to date and is subject to change as the requirements are better understood:

People:
● Warehouse and Inventory Operations Manager
● Project Coordinator
● Inventory Planner/Buyer
● Storekeeper
● Other Stakeholders

Equipment:
● Lenovo tablets
● Scanners
● Iphones

Software:
● M5 - Primary inventory System
● M5 Smart Apps

PROJECT CONSTRAINTS
The following is a list of factors that affect the results of this investigation and are guidelines of what
the investigating team cannot do:

● Consultants are not permitted to travel on-site
● New process must be completed by May 26th, 2021
● Project budget of $30,000 excluding internal labour costs
● Unreliable WiFi connection outside of shop
● Organizational Structure

o Staff must work within their roles
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PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS
Factors the team anticipates being true. The project assumptions listed below are to be confirmed by
the client, advisor, and students:

● Client will be available to review and sign-off at stage as defined by the Action Plan
● CoV will have the technological resources needed to implement new technology
● Staff members will have experience working with technological solutions
● CoV will continue normal operations for the duration of this project

PROJECT RISKS
The following project risks listed in the table below are evaluated considering the severity of the risks.
The team has determined actions to mitigate consequences of occurrence:

Risk Severity Consequence Mitigation

Data Loss High
Backed up daily on consultants’ and BCIT’s
computers

Inadequate time to implement
pilot prototype Low

Determine feasibility of implementing a
prototype within timeframe. Establish realistic
timeline to include or not include prototype
implementation

Low / no client acceptance
High

Engage clients regularly. Include clients in
decision-making processes. Receive client
approval prior to starting next task

RFID tags do not fit every
SKU

High
Create labels that adhere to the varied size of
SKUs that will not fit the RFID tag

RFID tags do not stay
installed permanently

High Use passive RFID tags that are designed to last
virtually forever
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Appendix B: Current Process Flow Chart
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Appendix C: Flaws In The Current Process

Current action Flaws

Fill out Part Request Form ● Incorrect information can be inputted
● Information for another item can be

inputted
● No way to verify if Part Request Form

is filled in correctly

Locate item ● Time spent verifying if the correct item
is picked

● No way to confirm the correct item has
been picked quickly

Determining if item is on-hand ● This step should be eliminated as it is
non-value-adding

Pick up items from Part Request Form ● No secondary verification process once
worker takes the item

● Wrong item can be picked

Decide to order item ● Purchases made in the moment are more
costly

● Part purchases should be made before
the part is immediately needed
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Appendix D: Inventory List

1. Filters
2. Radiators
3. Alternators
4. Fans
5. Mirrors
6. Lamps
7. Cables, Connectors
8. Air horns
9. Tanks of gasses
10. Switches
11. Brackets
12. Cleaners
13. Pads
14. Jacks
15. Bolts
16. Bushings
17. Drill Bits
18. Tapes
19. Discs
20. Clamps
21. Couplers
22. Flap wheels
23. Hinges
24. Hooks
25. Kits
26. Lenses
27. Lights
28. Gaskets
29. Bottles of fluids
30. Cylinders
31. Alarms
32. Bulbs
33. Soaps
34. Sockets
35. Grease
36. Looms
37. Bags
38. Waxes
39.

40. Lubricants
41. Markers
42. Tips
43. Pipe Nipples
44. Paints / Dyes
45. Belts
46. Hoses
47. Miscellaneous Items
48. Fittings
49. Sanitizers
50. Pins
51. Silicones
52. Straps
53. Wiper Blades
54. Wrenches
55. Heaters
56. Starters
57. Nozzles
58. Adjusters
59. Amber strobes
60. Regulators
61. Detectors
62. Additives
63. Valves
64. Jacks
65. Wheels
66. Sheets
67. Lockouts
68. Electrodes
69. Thread lockers
70. Tool Guns
71. Seals / Caps
72. Batteries
73. Wire
74. Extinguishers
75. Metals (Plates, Buckets of Blades,

Steel, Aluminum)
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Appendix E: Requirements

Requirements How RFiD meets requirements

● Improve efficiency and speed
of processes

● Processes are quicker by being automated
● Less steps needed for same results
● Time spent looking for items is eliminated

● Reduce costs by automating
transaction processes

● Automated transactions reduce inventory
variances which results in less lost parts

● Automated transactions reduce time spent
looking for parts which reduces job delays

● Automate data collection and
reduce human effort and error

● Door portals automatically check-in and
check-out parts

● Time and effort needed to enter data is eliminated
● Information entered is always correct upon

check-in and check-out

● Improve information accuracy
and decrease inventory losses
and variances

● Tags are programmed for specific items and are
automatically checked-in and checked-out during
transactions

● Human error is eliminated as information is
entered through RFiD and software

● The budget of the project is
$30,000. The budget can be
expanded within reason if
benefits outweigh costs

● Total cost of Pilot Implementation is $26,325.60
after taxes

● Cost of full implementation is projected to be
$44,724.96 after taxes

○ Additional funding will be secured as
full implementation leads to a projected
Return on Investment of 2 years
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Appendix F: Alternatives Comparison

RFiD Barcode Kanban

Description RFiD technology involves a tag
affixed to a product which identifies
and tracks the product via radio
waves. RFiD uses radio waves to
transmit information from RFID
tags to an RFID reader

A barcode is a visual
representation of data that is
scanned and interpreted for
information. Each barcode
contains a certain code which
works as a tracking
technology for products; and
is represented in a sequence
of lines or other shapes

The Kanban inventory
system uses cards of different
colours to distinguish the
various materials of stock and
promote the placing of new
orders as they decrease in
number. It delivers what the
process needs exactly when it
needs it.

Advantages ● Efficiency: Can scan
multiple items at once

● Durability: Can handle
exposure to sun & rain

● Can be read at a faster rate
than barcodes

● RFID allows for greater
security than barcodes

● Carry large data capabilities
● Can be run with minimal

human participation.

● Small and Light ->
easy to use

● Cheap
● Have a highest

accuracy rate

● Reduce costs and
wastage

● Improve the flow and
management
inventory

● A very responsive
system and does not
promote any lags or
delays

Disadvantages ● Materials like metal &
liquid can impact signal

● Sometimes not as accurate
or reliable as barcode
scanners

● Cost – RFID readers can be
10x more expensive than
barcode readers

● Implementation can be
difficult & time consuming

● Barcode scanners
require a line of sight
to scan each code
individually

● Need to close to item
to scan

● Lower security than
RFiD

● Easily damaged

● Can not be used as an
independent tool.
Must be merged with
other processes and
systems like JIT,
make to order, etc.
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Appendix G: Analysis of risks and opportunities

Risk Number Description of risk Possible Consequences
Possibility

of Risk
(H/M/L)

Severity
of Risk

(H/M/L)
Contingency Plan

1 RFID tags do not fit
every SKU

Use a different sized RFID
tag. If the tag still does not
fit, the item does not get a

tag.

M H

Create labels that adhere to the
varied size of SKUs that will

not fit the RFID tag.
Use the Kanban System

2 Using cell phones as
RFID scanners

Phones cannot be used as
a backup if the provided

readers fail
H H

Staff must carry specific RFID
readers

3 Short battery life
(active tag)

The batteries need to be
replaced frequently, more

work for technicians
M M

Performance test on batteries to
make sure their life will be
sufficient for this device,

before the final decision is
made on which battery to use

4
Underestimating the

implementation
time

The project will be
delayed and not be fully

functional
L M

Plan for extra time at the end of
project incase developing the

software does indeed take
longer than planned

5
Security schemes

does not work
properly

Data will be vulnerable to
hacking by remote

devices, including cell
phones, can sometimes be
used to scan tags at close
range and copy tag data

L H
Create extensive tests that will

assure the device protects
private data

6
RFID tags do not

stay installed
permanently

The RFiD tags need to be
changed, more work for

technicians
L H

Use passive RFID tags that are
designed to last virtually

forever
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7 RFiD equipment is
too expensive

The project exceeds the
budget limit and adds
significant costs when
expanding this solution

with additional specialized
scanners and RFID tags

L M

Research suppliers who offer
cheaper solution, communicate

budget excess to client and
whether it would be beneficial

or not

8

Integration failure
of the readers, tags,

inventory
management

system, network,
and building wiring

Can take a significant
amount of time and
resources to set up

H H
Update inventory management

system for successful
integration
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Appendix H: New Process Flowchart
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Appendix I: Utilization of RFiD technology
RFiD tags

Category Passive RFiD tag Active RFiD tag

Frequency 860 - 960 MHz 433 MHz and 2.45 GHz

Read range 15 meters 150 meters

Cost Less than $1/tag $20 - $50

Tag size Smaller than a business card Smaller than a smartphone

Asset size Very small to very large Medium to very large

Industry Healthcare, Manufacturing, Retail Oil, Gas, Construction, Mining

Location Indoor/Outdoor applications Outdoor applications

Attachment method Adhesive, Epoxy, Zip Tie, Welding,
Hanging

Screws, Rivets, Zip Ties, Welding

Power Powered by RF Waves Internal Battery

Pain point Less effective around water and metal Batteries last 3-5 years and typically
can’t be changed

Pros ● Smaller tags
● Much cheaper tags
● Thinner/more flexible tags
● Higher range of tag options
● Tags can last a lifetime

without a battery (depending
on the wear and tear)

● Extremely Long Read Range
● Increased tag abilities with

partnered technologies
(GPS, sensors, etc.)

● Extremely Rugged tag
options
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The team also provided RFiD Performance Characteristics of different rfid technologies to review:

Frequency Bands Performance
around water

Data & Speed Read Range Usage

Low Frequency (LF)
125 kHz - 134 kHz

Great -Low read speeds
-Small Amount of
Data (16 bits)

Short to Medium 3-5
feet

-Access Control
-Inventory Control

High Frequency (HF)
13.56 MHz

Good -Medium read speed
-Small to medium
amounts of data

Short 1-3 feet -Item or Case level
tagging

Very High Frequency
(VHF) 433 MHz -
Active Tags

Bad -High read speed
-Large amounts of
data

High 1-1000 feet -Asset tracking
-Location
-Container tracking

Ultra - High
Frequency (UHF)
860 MHz - 960 MHz

Bad -High read speed
-Small to medium
amounts of data

Medium 1-50 feet -Pallet or case level
tagging

Microwave
Frequency 2.45 GHz
& 5.4 GHz

Bad -High read speed
-Medium amount of
data

High 1-300 feet -Container rail car
-pallet level tracking
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Equipment needed

Item Job

RFID Port
Readers

Transmit and receive radio waves in order

to communicate with RFID tags

.

RFID
Antennas

Transmit power to the RFID tags by
activating them

Receive data back from the activated tags

RFID
Cables

Used to send radio frequency signals

RFID Tags Transmit and receive information via an
antenna.

Being labeled on items.

RFID
Active Tags

Transmit and receive information via an
antenna

Being mounted on items.
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Appendix K: Pilot Implementation Plan
Pilot implementation layout

Pilot Inventory classification

Category Quantity

Filters 448

Fittings 698

Personal Protective Equipment
● Vests
● Glasses/Eyewear
● Gloves
● Wipes
● Gels
● Soaps
● Eyewash
● Hearing Protection
● Respirators
● Cartridges
● Face shields
● Masks

7
105
318
117
N/A
17
25
206
19
11
3
93

Actuators 3

Total 924
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Pilot implementation cost

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total

10-WTCORE01 WiseTrack CORE 1 CAL 1 $2,595.00 $2,595.00

10-WTWEDGE WiseTrack Wedge 3 $995.00 $2,985.00

Total: $5,580.00

RFID / BARCODE HARDWARE PRODUCTS

Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total

70-FX7500 Zebra FX7500 2-Port Reader 3 $1,200.00 $3,600.00

70-AN480 Zebra AN480 RFID Antennas 6 $280.00 $1,680.00

71-FXPERIPH Zebra RFID Antenna Cables and
Connectors

6 $109.00 $654.00

70-TMR ThingMagic Desktop RFID Reader 1 $995.00 $995.00

Total: $6,929

RFID ASSET TAGS

Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total

60-DUMBELU8 UHF Dumbel U8 2000 $0.4800 $960.00

Total: $960.00

SOFTWARE SUPPORT SERVICES & MAINTENANCE (ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION)

Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total
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30-WS01 WiseTrack CORE 1 CAL
Support/Maintenance

1 $519.00 $519.00

30-WSWEDGE WiseTrack Wedge Support/Maintenance 3 $199.00 $597.00

Total: $1,116.00

HARDWARE SERVICES

Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total

31-FXONECA
RE

Zebra FX7500 3 Year Select OneCare 3 $260.00 $780.00

Total: $780.00

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total

50-RFIDCONF RFID Hardware configuration
Includes:
-consult on placement of RFID equipment
-configuration of RFID readers
-confirmation of tag communication to
server
-connect to WT RFID Software

3 $300.00 $900.00
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50-IMPLEME
NT

Implementation and Training Package
-Determine Users/Roles and specific Use
Cases
-Asset/Location naming conventions and
details
-Assistance with consolidating legacy
asset data to
WiseTrack (If required)
-RFID tag selection/procedures
-Confirm Best Practices and
workflows/procedures
-Training to Users on the
procedure/workflow
-Using WiseTrack and the RFID
infrastructure as defined in best practices

1 $4,500.00 $4,500.00

MDT-HWInsta
ll

Installation of Readers, Antennas &
Cables

1 $2,740.00 $2,740.00

Total: $8,140.00

Category Price

Software Products $5,580.00

RFID / Barcode Hardware Products $6,929.00

RFID Asset Tags $960.00

Software Support Services & Maintenance (Annual
Subscription)

$1,116.00

Hardware Services $780.00

Professional Services $8,140.00

Subtotal $23,505

GST $1,175.25

PST $1,645.35

Total 26,325.60
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Appendix L: Full Implementation Plan
Full Inventory classification

Zone/Area ZoneArea descriptions Aisle Section Level/Shelf
A Main floor 01 A 01
B Mezzanine/ upstairs 02 B 02
C BIN (Sea can) 03 C 03
O OUTSIDE 15 O 15

RFiD Tags for Inventory

Receive Active Tag Receive Passive Tag

1. Extinguishers
2. Blade Buckets
3. Radiant

Heaters

4. Filters
5. Radiators
6. Alternators
7. Buckets/Boxes

containing other
SKUs (This one is
tricky)

8. Fans
9. Mirrors
10. Lamps
11. Cables, Connectors
12. Air horns Tanks of

gasses
13. Switches
14. Brackets
15. Cleaners
16. Pads
17. Jacks
18. Bolts
19. Bushings
20. Drill Bits
21. Tapes
22. Discs
23. Clamps
24. Couplers
25. Flap wheels
26. Hinges

27. Cylinders
28. Alarms
29. Bulbs
30. Soaps
31. Sockets
32. Grease
33. Looms
34. Bags
35. Waxes
36. Lubricants
37. Markers
38. Tips
39. Pipe Nipples
40. Paints / Dyes
41. Belts
42. Hoses
43. Miscellaneous

Items
44. Fittings
45. Sanitizers
46. Pins
47. Silicones
48. Straps
49. Wiper Blades
50. Wrenches
51. Heaters

52. Jacks
53. Wheels
54. Sheets
55. Lockouts
56. Electrodes
57. Thread

lockers
58. Tool Guns
59. Seals / Caps
60. Batteries
61. Wire
62. Additives
63. Valves
64. Amber

strobes
65. Regulators
66. Detectors
67. Lights
68. Gaskets
69. Bottles of

fluids
70. Starters
71. Nozzles
72. Adjusters
73. Hooks
74. Kits
75. Lenses
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Full implementation cost

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total

10-WTWEDGE WiseTrack Wedge 3*3=9 $995.00 $8,955.00

Total: $8,955.00

RFID / BARCODE HARDWARE PRODUCTS

Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total

70-FX7500 Zebra FX7500 2-Port Reader 3*3=9 $1,200.00 $10,800.00

70-AN480 Zebra AN480 RFID Antennas 6*3=18 $280.00 $5,040.00

71-FXPERIPH Zebra RFID Antenna Cables and
Connectors

6*3=18 $109.00 $1,962.00

Total: $17,802.00

RFID ASSET TAGS

Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total

60-DUMBELU8 UHF Dumbel U8 10,000 $0.4800 $4,800.00

InLine Ultra Mini 6F1987-102 500 $3.09 $1,545.00

Total: $6,345.00
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SOFTWARE SUPPORT SERVICES & MAINTENANCE (ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION)

Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total

30-WSWEDGE WiseTrack Wedge Support/Maintenance 3*3=9 $199.00 $1,791.00

Total: $1,791.00

HARDWARE SERVICES

Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total

31-FXONECA
RE

Zebra FX7500 3 Year Select OneCare 3*3=9 $260.00 $2,340.00

Total: $2,340.00

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total

50-RFIDCONF RFID Hardware configuration
Includes:
-consult on placement of RFID equipment
-configuration of RFID readers
-confirmation of tag communication to
server
-connect to WT RFID Software

3*3=9 $300.00 $2,700.00

Total: $2,700.00
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Category Price

Software Products $8,955.00

RFID / Barcode Hardware Products $17,802.00

RFID Asset Tags $6,345.00

Software Support Services & Maintenance (Annual
Subscription)

$1,791.00

Hardware Services $2,340.00

Professional Services $2,700.00

Subtotal $39,933.00

GST $1,996.65

PST $2,795.31

Total $44,724.96
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Appendix M: References

https://rfid4u.com/cheat-sheet-rfid-evaluation-selection/

https://www.wisetrack.com/

https://www.atlasrfidstore.com/rfid-insider/active-rfid-vs-passive-rfid

https://blog.zaperp.com/kanban-inventory-system/

https://www.adaptalift.com.au/blog/2012-05-01-rfid-vs-barcodes-advantages-and-disadvanta
ges-comparison

https://www.atlassian.com/agile/kanban

https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/RFID-radio-frequency-identification

https://kanbanize.com/kanban-resources/getting-started/what-is-kanban
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